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21st Century
21st Century
We the people of 21st century live like a racing horse.
Just wants to Win, Win and Win without realizing the true essence of living the life for
others and all and that’s the coarse.
Everyone wants to be winner and nobody chose to be a looser.
Even after knowing the fact that their can be only a one winner, still striving hard to
catch up with pace by using all tactics and that’s the innocence killer.
Everyone desire, wish to win over the world but nobody is thinking to win over the self.
Everyone wants to be different form the rest and no one want to be considered as one
among million, billion and trillion.
Everyone wants to be recognized and successful, gain name and fame to prove in the
eyes of world and nobody wants to be proving to them or to the inner soul which is
self.
Where are we all heading, what are we achieving, Is their any end to our desires,
wants and expectations in life. No, the wish list keeps on mounting, getting bigger and
bigger and we all keep on running and competing.
This race neither impedes nor respires and this race continues forever, forever and
forever
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Faith
Faith
Faith on which one can live whole life
Faith on which one can keep hopes alive
Faith on which one can build confidence
Faith on which one can overcome encumbrance
Faith on which one can strengthen determination
Faith on which one can accomplish aspiration
Faith on which one can take dream to reality
Faith on which one can continue to live with ecstasy
Faith on which one can gain even after loosing
Faith on which one can refill the color in life by proving
Faith on which one can fight against injustice
Faith on which one can rest in paradise & peace
Faith in good faith becomes stronger & stronger
God will not be to hold much longer & do wonder
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Land of Peace
Look here is a land of peace crammed with fresh air and gloomy breeze.
In this land of peace
People have smile on their face and their mind rests in peace, which is away from the
all the fear & worries.
In this land of peace
Unity, integrity and honesty people daily breathe without expecting any returns or
takings
This land of peace keeps everyone blissful and glee how wonderful is this.
Unfortunately this land of peace in today’s world is missing
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My Dear God
My Dear God
My dear god, you created this world and created human.
Why this world is not the same as you created?
Why the human are not the same as you created?
God, everyone has refined their goals and their purposes
World is not as beautiful as you handed over to human to look after
Humans are not human as you wanted them to be
My dear god, when I close my eyes world seems to be so beautiful, so pure and holy
Why does it not, look the same when I open my eyes and search for the same?
My dear god, when I close my eyes human seems to be doing all the acts of humanity
and subsist for the purpose you have defined
Why does it not, look the same when I open my eyes and search for the same?
My dear god, destroy this world and destroy these human
Recreate the world and recreate the human
Once again let us everyone experience the beautiful world and good human
Spread the message of love, care and oneness
Spread the message of giving and not taking
Spread the message of helping each other and belongingness
Spread the message of benevolence and humanity
My dear god, I am still searching for the world which you created
My dear god, I am still searching for those human which you created
My dear god, does my search will come to an end
Or, will be forever, forever and forever ………? ? ? ? ?
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one life to live one life to love
One life to live one life to love
Cherish the good disregard the bad
Good or bad, take it as a learning experience and move on in life
Both the experience has to be shielded and accepted as souvenir
Utilize bad experiences to improve today
Treasure good experiences for better tomorrow
And escort the life with confidence, honesty and pride
One life to live one life to love
Cherish the good disregard the bad
Happiness or Sorrow either cannot be borrowed
Life is incomplete without each other and both cannot be ignored
Both brings you different flavors and taste to life
Happiness keeps you sweet, Sorrow keep you human
Taste the life with varieties and not to be narrowed
One life to live one life to love
Cherish the good disregard the bad
Life is wonderful gift bestowed by god and honored by nature
Has to be respected and believed by every human and creature
Everyone’s role are defined and are here with the purpose, decided by creator
Educate the life on the laws of god and the laws of nature
Imbibe these laws of life by choosing god and nature as a tutor
In no way, one should violate the laws made by god and nature, rather then desiring to
be a pauper
One life to live one life to love
Cherish the good disregard the bad
Live life with honesty, with purpose, with determination and pride
Live life with Joy, with happiness, with good values and principles
Live life to the fullest but within the laws of the god and the nature
Your existence should be respected and honored for all the good work you render or
did for self, family, friends & for the rest of the world during your tenure and the stay
on this earth in this life.
Your exit should be without any guilt and you should die with peace, smile and
satisfaction.
No one can outturn their destiny
Think good, Do good and Be good, rest live it up to the god to decide
One life to live one life to love
Cherish the good disregard the bad
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Significance of Birthday
Today is your day! Enjoy it's your day!
Today is the day, you opened your eyes to see this wonderful world and experience the
beautiful creation of the god.
Today is the day, you made your family happy and proud by adding the hopes and new
sunrise to there life.
Today is the day, you should thank god for gifting you with the precious “human life'.
Today is the day, for whatever you are here only because of this day and that‘s today.
Today is the day of your journey of life till today and pray god to give you decades of
such fabulous days of today
Today is the day of celebration, day of joy, day of desiring to make life better and more
good to value the precious gift given by god.
Today is your day1Enjoy it's your day!
It is your Birthday, Happy birthday to you
May god bless you, Happy Birthday to you
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